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A STRATEGY FOR SYRIA

Key Recommendations
The paper at hand examines the current realities in the fight against Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and
Syria, from which a number of key recommendations result for Western policymakers. The USled Coalition should thus:


Ignore the Iraq–Syria border. For the anti-IS Coalition to accomplish its mission of degrading
and ultimately destroying IS, it has to attack IS in Syria, where it has its most valued territory
and much of its command structure.



Emphasise regime change in Syria. The formal policy of the Western governments in the antiIS Coalition is the ouster of Bashar al-Assad. But the nuclear deal and other actions on the
ground have moved the West into closer and closer alignment with Iran's regional ambitions,
which is leading to Allied States deprioritising the anti-IS campaign in order to take their own
steps to counter Iran. Inside Syria these policy errors have allowed IS to claim vindication for
its assertion of an Iranian–American conspiracy against Sunnis, from which only IS can defend
them. By publicly stressing that Assad must be removed to allow a political transition to begin,
the Coalition can mitigate some of the harm that has already been done.



To fight IS effectively it is therefore vital that the Coalition restrain and where possible reverse
Iranian power. Iran is projecting power in Syria and Iraq through radical sectarian Shi'a militias
that are US- and European-registered terrorist organisations. In Tikrit, these groups received
US air support to push IS out of the city. Iran's proxies committed atrocities during the Tikrit
campaign and afterwards, convincing many Sunnis that IS rule is the lesser evil if the alternative
is domination by sectarian forces beholden to Iran. That the US acted against the Khorasan
Group and does not act against tens of thousands of Shi'ite jihadists in Syria offers IS further
fuel for its propaganda. Iran is also a threat in its own right, one that is more sophisticated and
global in its reach than IS.



Despite a delay in recognising the importance of Kurdish forces as key Coalition allies, the
Coalition should not overly rely on these forces outside Kurdish areas. The dynamics that make
the expansion of Iran's power helpful to IS also apply to Kurdish forces. If Kurds end up in
control of Arab zones, there may be a reaction that will see Arab Sunnis move into the IS camp.
More importantly, encouraging the PYD to move into Arab areas may overstretch them and
open up opportunities for IS militarily. Helping the PYD to protect the Kurdish areas is
desirable, but must be accompanied by an effort to build democratic institutions that reflect the
aspirations of the Kurds over the PYD's authoritarian tendencies.



The Coalition must continue to increase support to vetted rebel groups, including testing the
proposition that certain groups can be separated from Jabhat an-Nusra, and it must engage the
tribes. The only sustainable solution to the IS crisis is for Sunni Arabs to take control of their
local security and be able to defend themselves against IS and Iran's assets.
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Summary


The Islamic State (IS) originates in Iraq but currently holds its most valued territory in Syria.
IS' expansion into Syria was planned and executed by former military-intelligence officials of
the Saddam Hussein regime, who set up a statelet in Syria modelled in part on Saddam's
authoritarian regime.



Among the reasons IS was able to set up its State in Syria so quickly was that the Assad regime
had cooperated with IS for a decade, beginning before the invasion of Iraq, to provide IS a
hinterland and to smuggle foreign fighters into Iraq. IS therefore had an infrastructure inside
Syria when the uprising began in 2011, which included its most important operative, Samir alKhlifawi, better known as Haji Bakr.



IS' propaganda relies heavily on apocalypticism, which helps it to attract a significant contingent
of foreign fighters. It emphasises State-building as the means to usher in "End Times," and the
regular replenishment of fighters from outside its territory is a key enabler of its project. Since
the headquarters of IS is in Syria but its leadership is Iraqi, coupled to the prevalence of foreign
fighters in the IS ranks in Syria, the IS statelet essentially now resembles a settler-colonial
system.



IS' main source of revenue is taxation—extortion—of the populations over which it rules. Oil is
also important, in particular the oil fields in eastern Syria which IS controls. The airstrikes of
the US-led anti-IS Coalition did degrade IS' oil income for a time by destroying the public
refineries, but IS appears to have adapted, moving its refineries underground. IS' oil income
now appears to be rising again, not least because the Assad regime continues to pay IS in both
cash and services such as electricity.



The current US-led Coalition's policy has an inherent Iraq-first bias, which has enabled IS use
of its territory in Syria for strategic depth. IS' main revenue streams, weapons stores, supply
lines and command structure are largely based in Syria.



Airstrikes alone cannot defeat IS; a ground component is needed. There are three principal
options for local ground forces: the Assad regime (and its Iranian and Russian supporters), the
Syrian Kurds, or the Sunni rebels and tribes.



The Assad regime's security sector is now wholly controlled by Iran. The regular army has
largely devolved into local militias, leaving the main pro-regime armed force, the National
Defence Force (NDF), as a sectarian militia built by Iran. Even with the NDF, the Assad regime
has still struggled, necessitating the deployment of Iran's own Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corp, and the instigation of a multinational Shi'a jihad, by which Iran brought tens of thousands
of Shi'ite jihadists into Syria. Many of these Shi'ite fighters were members of pre-existing Iranian
assets, notably Lebanese Hizballah and Iraqi "Special Groups," such as the Badr Corps, Asaib
Ahl al-Haq and Kataib Hizballah. These groups killed Western soldiers during the Iraq war
and are tied into Iran's global terrorist network. Lebanese Hizballah, Kataib Hizballah and the
Quds Force are US- and/or European-registered terrorist organisations.



Assad has worked, with Iranian and Russian help, to make the conflict a binary choice between
his regime and Islamist terrorists. He released violent Salafist prisoners early in the uprising
when he was still arresting and killing peaceful, secular activists; he deliberately sought to
provoke a sectarian war to change the narrative away from reform; and once the insurgency
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began, Assad not only funded IS through oil sales but militarily avoided IS and focused his
firepower on the nationalist rebels.


IS' key narrative for recruitment is that it is the protector of Sunnis against sectarian attacks led
by Iran and supported by the West. The US nuclear deal and the US-led Coalition's policy in
Syria, which has included airstrikes against non-transnationalist rebel groups, has been
presented as plausible ratification of this propaganda.



Russia's intervention in Syria at the end of September 2015 has supported the regime's attempt
to make the conflict a binary choice, with Russian airstrikes directed overwhelmingly at non-IS
insurgent groups.



Russia cannot politically deploy the necessary ground forces to defeat IS, even if the Russian
government was keen to do so. The Assad regime is unable to control even the so-called western
corridor in Syria and could not move resources east to fight IS.



Iran could theoretically marshal the required force against IS, but does not have the will to do
so, since Iran's interests largely overlap with those of IS. IS' presence makes the governments
in Damascus and Baghdad more reliant on Iran, and Iran has little interest in expending the
blood and treasure needed to capture, let alone govern, the Sunni Arab areas of central and
western Iraq and northern and eastern Syria that IS currently holds.



The Assad regime's counter-insurgency strategy has deliberately been focused on mass
displacement, which is the principal cause of the current refugee crisis that is now affecting
internal European politics.



In the course of the conflict, the US – essentially by accident - formed a military template for
working with the Syrian Kurds against IS. But the attempt to generalise the template outside
Kurdish-majority areas has failed. Kurdish forces in Arab areas provoke a reaction that
threatens the cohesion of anti-IS forces and may also stretch the Kurds' fighting ability
dangerously thin.



The Kurdish armed units, the People's Protection Forces (YPG), are dominated by a political
party, the Democratic Union Party (PYD), which is the Syrian branch of the militant Marxist
Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK). The PKK has historical ties to the Syrian regime, and when
the uprising began the PYD attacked anti-regime demonstrations and aligned with the "internal
opposition" that most believe is a front for Syrian intelligence. The PYD's war-making policy
has involved ethnic cleansing of Sunni Arabs, and its ideology and governance method is
authoritarian.



Whether the PYD has now broken its links with the regime is unclear, but it has made overtures
to Russia, legitimising Russia's intervention in Syria, the primary purpose of which is to ensure
the survival of the Assad regime.



Just as IS recruits by claiming that the US supports Iranian and Shi'a atrocities against Sunnis,
from which only it can defend Sunnis, the conduct of the PYD, and the fact that the PYD is
the only force that can call in US airstrikes in Syria, has assisted in IS' efforts to strengthen itself
using the PYD as a foil.



The rebels have coalesced into six major groupings. All are at war with IS and all have kept IS
from expanding into their areas. The rebels have local legitimacy since most of them are locals
in the zones in which they operate. Properly resourced, the rebels could provide sustainable
security that keeps IS out. The problem is the cooperation of these groups with Jabhat an-
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Nusra, al-Qaeda's Syrian branch. For some groups this is ideological and for many others it is
tactical, because they cannot obtain resources elsewhere. Some groups are powerful enough to
operate totally independently of Nusra.


The tribes in eastern Syria and western Iraq are the heartland of IS' statelet, but they are also
its greatest vulnerability, as was shown during the US surge and Awakening in Iraq, when they
became key allies to the US-led coalition there. Some tribes have already rebelled against IS
and have been brutally suppressed because they lacked outside help. The tribes have
accommodated IS as a ruling authority but see it as transient. To this point, the tribes remain
almost wholly unengaged by the Coalition.
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Introduction
The Islamic State (IS) has its origins in Iraq,1 but today its most valuable territorial holdings—
ideologically, politically, economically and militarily—are in Syria.
IS has long established networks in Syria because during the Iraq War the government of Bashar
al-Assad funnelled foreign Salafi-jihadists into Iraq to join IS' predecessors, al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI,
2004-06) and the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI, 2006-13) in their fight against American and British
troops and the elected Iraqi government.2
In March 2011, an uprising began in Syria. In the summer of 2011, then-ISI, possibly in
coordination with al-Qaeda, to which ISI was widely believed to be subordinate at the time,
dispatched agents into Syria to set up a Syrian branch of ISI, which would be announced in January
2012 under the banner of Jabhat an-Nusra. Nusra was formed from the ISI cells that remained in
Syria, the advance party sent by ISI, and from Salafi-jihadists released by Assad in May and June
2011—at a time when the Assad regime continued to crack down on peaceful, secular activists.3
In April 2013, ISI publicly declared that Nusra was its Levantine subsidiary and thus under the
command of ISI's leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Al-Baghdadi called this merged group the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Nusra resisted and swore its allegiance (baya) directly to al-Qaeda.
Al-Qaeda ordered al-Baghdadi take his men back to Iraq and leave Nusra in Syria as al-Qaeda's
branch in that country. Al-Baghdadi refused al-Qaeda's order, and after nearly a year of verbal and
physical fighting, in February 2014 al-Qaeda disowned ISIS.
One of the main disagreements between IS and al-Qaeda is over the timetable for building an
Islamic State. ISIS, which rebranded itself the Islamic State after its formal declaration of a caliphate
in June 2014, already conceived of itself as a State—and had done so since ISI was announced in
October 2006. In practice this meant IS would not share power with other insurgent groups or
submit to independent courts to mediate disputes. Instead, from mid-2013 onward, IS was engaged
in State-building, trying to monopolise control of liberated areas in Syria—to build its own
government rather than trying to overthrow the government in Damascus.4 This programme was
directed by former intelligence officials of the Saddam regime5, notably Samir al-Khlifawi (a.k.a.
Haji Bakr), who had had experience in running an authoritarian government and who was likely
already in Syria when the uprising began.6 This caused disputes with the rebels, but posed no
military challenge to the Assad regime, and the ostentatious cruelty of IS could be used by the Assad
regime to tar the whole insurgency and make itself look reasonable.7 Consequently, the Assad
regime left IS alone—training its firepower on the nationalist and moderate rebels.8
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In the wake of the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq, the Iraqi civil war had restarted in December 2013
and IS had engaged in a long process of social building, reversing much of the success of the US
surge. By the time IS grew powerful enough in northern Syria to invade Iraq, taking over Mosul
and much of western and central Iraq in June 2014, IS was already in de facto control of large areas
of Iraq.9 But without the beachhead in Syria, IS could never have become so powerful so quickly
in Iraq. And it is Syria that to this day helps IS sustain itself.
IS always had the advantage over its rivals of a large and regular resupply of troops—a flow of foreign
fighters now exceeding 30,000 from places as far flung as Europe and Australia.10 This flow largely
comes through Turkey into Syria. While the early propaganda of Nusra/ISI stressed the need for
foreign fighters to come to Syria to help fellow Muslims against a ruthless and impious regime, after
IS' State-building began in earnest the propaganda changed to stress that god's kingdom on earth
had been erected and foreign fighters should move to it. In the latter incarnation, Syrians have no
more claim on their country than foreigners—and less if they are non-Muslims or deviant Muslims.
This is an important dynamic: IS' statelet in Syria, unlike Iraq where IS is more deeply rooted in
Sunni society, has striking resemblances to a settler-colonial system.11
IS' propaganda appeal to the foreign fighters includes a great deal of apocalypticism, but it is more
millenarian than strictly apocalyptic.12 Apocalyptic groups, such as Juhayman al-Utaybi's which
seized the Grand Mosque in Mecca in 1979, believe the apocalypse is imminent and so make no
plans for a protracted presence on earth—al-Utaybi's group took over the mosque with only a week's
supply of food13. IS stresses much more its construction of utopia as a prelude to the apocalypse at
some unspecified future time. Concretely, IS is making calls on professionals, such as doctors and
engineers, to make hijra (emigration) to the Islamic State to help in its functioning.14 (It is IS' belief
that it has created utopia for Muslims that makes it so opposed to refugees leaving: it is very
damaging for their brand.) Whether or not IS' leaders are true eschatologists, the apocalyptic pitch
"always works" to attract foreign fighters15. Syria is crucial to this, especially the town of Dabiq, which
IS holds and where prophecy says the Final Battle will be waged between Islam and Christendom.16
The effective capital of IS, Raqqa City in north-eastern Syria, is a testing ground for new policies, as
well as one of IS' most lucrative sources of revenue from taxing the population, and a vital, welldefended hub of weapons and fighters—some of them crucial parts of IS' command structure.
Raqqa's loss would be devastating for IS, symbolically as well as economically and militarily.
Of IS' various revenue streams, the most important is what it calls "taxes"—the Mafia-style extortion
of the populations over which it rules. This has been critical since at least 2005, when IS was so
powerfully self-sustaining that al-Qaeda's leadership asked IS for a loan of $100,000,17 and it helped
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IS become a "shadow authority" in Mosul long before it openly took the city in 2014.18 The longer
IS is allowed to rule over populations, the more money it takes in and the more difficult it becomes
to uproot. The money funds IS' military expansion, the bribery and recruitment of spies who
prepare the ground for its conquests, and also entrenchment: IS can recruit the populations it rules
to its cause, both by proselytisation and by the provision of social services and public order, which
can make IS look like the least-bad alternative, even to those opposed to its ideology.
Oil is the other major revenue source for IS, and the crucial oil income is in eastern Syria. IS had
control of little oil-producing territory in Iraq and lost most of it in the spring of 2015.19 Estimates
that IS was making $3 million per day in the summer of 2014 were likely overstated. Since the
American-led Coalition started airstrikes against IS, in Iraq in August 2014 and in Syria in
September 2014, that income has certainly decreased. One of the key Coalition targets has been oil
refineries, and by early 2015 IS' oil income was down to tens of thousands of dollars per day.20 Most
of the visible refineries were disabled in the first weeks of the air campaign, but this did not stop IS,
which shifted its refining operations underground. IS' income from oil has been creeping back up
through 2015, and a recent study concluded that it was possible IS was taking in about $1.5 million
per day.21 With IS still maintaining its income and the public refineries damaged, forcing locals out
of work, the airstrikes against the refineries have actually pushed some Syrians into joining IS so
they can earn a wage.22
Moreover, IS' oil income is not confined strictly to the substance itself:
ISIS makes money from the oil trade after money changes hands at the fields. Trucks loaded
with ISIS oil later pay ISIS tolls, often at multiple checkpoints, and local refiners pay ISIS taxes
and license fees to do business. Beyond that, it's an open secret that ISIS trades crude for
imported refined fuel and natural gas for utilities supplied by the [Assad] regime.23
IS' oil trade with the regime is a long-standing fact, part of the regime's effort to strengthen the most
extreme forces in the insurgency, against which it could claim—to Syria's minorities and the
international community—it was a bulwark. The airstrikes have limited IS' external trade, specifically
through Turkey, which means the regime now provides an even greater share of IS' income from
oil.
Rolling back IS' physical control of territory would deprive it of its main income—from taxes and
oil—and would also assault its ideological legitimacy. IS' famous slogan is "remaining and expanding";
if that can be disproven by events, it would severely dampen IS' appeal to foreign fighters and
embolden those living under its rule, thus weakening IS. Evidence of weakness would further
diminish IS' appeal and strengthen its opponents—a positive feedback loop with positive
implications for unravelling the Islamic State. But the current campaign is not enough.
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The US-led Coalition has recently focussed more on degrading IS in Syria, though only in the
limited form of working with the Syrian Kurds in the north-east of the country. There remains a
distinctly uneven concentration of Coalition resources in Iraq, which is problematic since IS treats
"its Syrian territory as the most valuable and sustainable".24 Any losses IS suffers in Iraq are at present
easily recovered because IS can retreat to Syria where it is reasonably free from attack. This is why
IS moved the weapons it captured after the invasion of Iraq in 2014 into Syria within hours (weapons
it then used to conquer new territories in Syria within weeks25). Rolling back IS in Iraq but not Syria
means IS retains its most lucrative territory, its supply lines and the bulk of its command structure,
so it can strike on another front and prevent the appearance of territorial loss, which is so
ideologically dangerous. IS has, both symbolically and practically, abolished the Iraq–Syria border.
The Coalition's continued differentiation in the intensity of its attacks between Iraq and Syria makes
little sense, and even less since IS in Syria is being attacked with less intensity than in Iraq.
While it is clear that the Coalition must increase its kinetic engagement from the air with IS in Syria
to achieve its stated goal—to "degrade and ultimately destroy" IS26—it is also clear that airstrikes alone
cannot accomplish this, and risk diminishing returns. A ground force will be needed. In Syria, there
are three broad possibilities for an anti-IS ground force: the Assad regime, the Kurds and the Sunni
Arab rebels.

1. The Assad Regime (Iran and Russia)
By late 2012, after defections and attrition in the struggle to suppress the armed insurgency, the
regular Syrian military, the Syrian Arab Army (SAA), was in disarray and much of the regime's
resilience lay in highly sectarian paramilitary formations—the loosely-defined Shabiha, the Popular
Committees and the Ba'ath Party militia. In the summer of 2012, the security sector of the Assad
regime was effectively taken over by the Islamic Republic of Iran, which organised the militias into
a unified National Defence Force (NDF) and orchestrated a multi-national jihad that brought
thousands of Shi'a fighters into Syria, the majority from Lebanon and Iraq but also from
Afghanistan, Pakistan and as far away as the Ivory Coast.27 Since September 2015, the Iranian-led
pro-regime militias have been backed by Russian airstrikes. The Assad regime's strategy from the
start of the uprising was to change the narrative away from reform and toward sectarianism, to
strengthen the most extreme forces within the insurgency so that a binary choice of the regime or
Islamist terrorists could be presented to the Syrian population and the international community,
and then to present itself as a counter-terrorism partner.28 This was accompanied by a highly
organised media strategy.29 At every stage Russia and Iran have assisted in this policy.
The Assad regime now presents itself as a partner in the fight against the Islamic State (IS). In reality,
the Assad regime is more responsible than any other government in the world for the power IS
currently enjoys. Nearly all of the foreign fighters sent to IS' predecessor in Iraq after 2003 came
Charles Lister, "Assessing Syria's Jihad", Survival: Global Politics and Strategy, 2014.
"Islamic State seizes oil field and towns in Syria's east", Reuters, 3 July 2014, www.reuters.com/article/2014/07/03/us-syria-crisis-islamicstateidUSKBN0F80SO20140703?feedType=RSS&feedName=worldNews
26
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through Syria with the complicity of the Assad regime.30 Many of these foreign fighters landed at
Damascus International Airport before being moved to safe-houses run by Syrian intelligence.31
Assad's aims were to frustrate the US-led Coalition's project in Iraq—if the Coalition was tied down
in Iraq, it would not be able to march on Damascus; to use the chaos as Iraq struggled for democracy
to dissuade the Syrian population from trying to remove Assad's authoritarian government; and to
place Assad at the centre of regional events by allowing him to offer himself as a counter-terrorism
partner, turning off the supply line of terrorists in exchange for American concessions.32
In October 2008, with Damascus unresponsive and IS' predecessor in the final planning stages for
a major attack on US forces in Iraq, the US mounted a raid into eastern Syria to kill Badran alMazidi (a.k.a. Abu Ghadiya), IS' chief facilitator, who was in a safe-house run by Assad's brother-inlaw and security chief, Assef Shawkat.33 A US Federal Civil Court ruling the previous month found
the Assad regime liable for the murders of Eugene Armstrong and Jack Hensley, who had been
beheaded on video in September 2004 by Abu Musab az-Zarqawi, IS' founder.34 The court
documents also provided details of something American officials had long suspected: Assad's
cooperation with Zarqawi in the assassination of an American diplomat in Jordan before the Iraq
invasion, in October 2002.35 As late as August 2009, the Assad regime coordinated with IS and
elements of the fallen Iraqi regime, who met directly in Zabadani, to bomb Iraqi government targets
in Baghdad in explosions that killed more than 100 people.36 It is this terrorist infrastructure,
overseen by Syrian intelligence, that explains why IS was able to gain such a large foothold so quickly
in Syria once the uprising began.37 But Assad's assistance to IS did not end once the uprising began.
In May and June 2011, Assad released the most violent jihadi prisoners, some of them members
of IS when arrested, at a time when the regime continued to arrest and kill peaceful, secular
activists.38 "The regime did not just open the door to the prisons and let these extremists out, it
facilitated them in their work, in their creation of armed brigades," said an Alawi defector from the
Military Intelligence Directorate.39 The leaders of all the most powerful Syrian Salafist groups, who
were prisoners in the same cell-block at the maximum-security Sednaya prison, were released at
this time,40 as was Awwad al-Makhlaf, a local emir in Raqqa,41 and Amr al-Absi (a.k.a. Abu Atheer
al-Absi), now one of the most senior IS officials and a potential replacement for the "caliph".42
The regime is by nature sectarian, with the ruling family hailing from an esoteric sect, the Alawis,
which is overrepresented in the military and economic elite.43 The regime, however, rather than
seeking to downplay this sectarian schism, sought to inflame it, inflicting a series of sectarian
massacres against Syria's Sunni majority that was intended to heighten the sectarian polarisation and
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which would eclipse demands for reform and play "upon the fears of minority groups to rally
support", binding the Alawi community and other minorities to the political fortunes of the regime.44
The regime's deliberate use of mass-displacement was also designed to heighten sectarian tensions
and to prevent rebels forming a viable, attractive alternative administration—something the regime
notably did not do to IS.45
As IS began to consolidate control of territory in late 2013, the Assad regime left it alone—just six
per cent of regime airstrikes hit IS-held territory between November 2013 and November 2014
(and only 13 per cent of IS armed attacks were directed at the regime in the same period).46 When
the rebels went on the offensive against IS in January 2014, the regime attacked rebel positions,
effectively giving IS air support.47 The regime again targeted the rebels as they were under IS attack
in Aleppo this summer.48 Meanwhile, the regime was buying oil from extremist groups, mostly from
Jabhat an-Nusra initially, but more and more from IS over time, allowing them to fund proselytising
and governance, while the moderates had to resort to banditry to survive. A senior regime official,
George Haswani (ironically, a Christian), has been placed under international sanctions for
providing "support and benefits" for terrorism because he is the middleman in transferring Assad
regime funds to IS in exchange for oil products.49
The regime does not always pay IS directly in cash for oil; sometimes it pays in electricity from the
eight power stations Assad and IS jointly administer—IS controls the terrain; the regime supplies
the technicians. This helps IS maintain at least passive support for its governance. One of the few
areas in Syria where Assad's regime and IS actually fight is around these refineries and power plants,
allowing the regime to claim that it does not cooperate with terrorists, but as a Syrian oil executive
explained, "This is 1920s Chicago mafia-style negotiation. You kill and fight to influence the deal,
but the deal doesn't end."50
From the earliest days of the uprising, Iran was involved on the regime side. In mid-2011, Lebanese
Hizballah was providing riot control gear and even snipers to the Assad regime against peaceful
demonstrators.51 Hizballah is a direct proxy of Iran's Quds Force, the expeditionary wing of the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp (IRGC), and a US- and European-registered terrorist
organisation.52 The IRGC is charged with defending the Islamic revolution and the Quds Force is
charged with exporting it; Hizballah has taken part in terrorism from Argentina to India at Iran's
behest.53 By the summer of 2012, the SAA had degraded "into an entity more akin to a militia … in
both make-up and ethos",54 and after a bombing killed several of the regime's senior officials in July
2012, Iran intervened on a massive scale to shore up the regime by forming the NDF as a unified
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counter-insurgency force. Later evidence suggests that this bombing was orchestrated by Iran to
remove regime officials who favoured negotiating with the rebellion.55
The NDF is trained, armed and commanded by the IRGC.56 Without the NDF the regime would
likely have collapsed: by November 2012, with a revolt comprising more than 50,000 men,57 the
regime had 38,000 reliable troops.58 By the summer of 2013, the NDF had reached 100,000 men.59
The NDF is heavily Alawite, although it contains some other minorities. Alawi commanders said
the mission of the NDF was to "kill the Sunnis and rape their women".60 The regime's strategy of
sectarian polarisation, to provoke a counter-response and strengthen the most extreme Sunni
forces, which can be used to rally the minorities as effective human shields around the regime, was
being continued. The regime had already been using Alawi-dominated military units and largely
confining Sunni conscripts to barracks because of a (well-founded) fear of defections;61 that dynamic
was now intensified, increasing the problem of reliable manpower since the Alawis make up a little
more than ten per cent of the population.62 Iran, therefore, brought in foreign reinforcements.
The most readily available foreign forces for Iran were Hizballah and the Iraqi "Special Groups".
Hizballah's fighters were deployed in ever-greater numbers in Syria throughout 2012 until their
open intrusion in the battle of Qusayr in May 2013—locking in a sectarian dynamic that triggered a
major increase in the number of foreign Sunni jihadists journeying to Syria. "Special Groups" is the
term the US military gave to the Shi'a militias in Iraq that were proxies of the IRGC, some of them
formed as far back as the 1980s to fight with Iran against Iraq during the Iran–Iraq War.63 The
"Special Groups" killed and wounded more than 1,000 American soldiers during the American
regency in Iraq.64 Among the most important of Iran's Iraqi militias deployed in Syria is Kataib
Hizballah, which is, like Lebanese Hizballah, a US-registered terrorist organisation.65 There are an
estimated 20,000 Shi'ite jihadists in Syria under Iranian control66. Iran has used the crisis in Syria
and Iraq to make its regional proxy network "more integrated and capable", in turn strengthening its
global terrorist network.67
Russia's purported aim in intervening in Syria was to fight IS. But Russia directed 90 per cent of its
airstrikes against nationalist rebel groups in the first few weeks of its campaign,68 and systematically
targeted CIA-supported rebel groups,69 Russia killed hundreds of rebels in Aleppo who had been
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holding IS out of areas around the Industrial District.70 IS duly advanced.71 Eventually some Russian
airstrikes hit al-Qaeda-linked insurgents, and some token airstrikes were also launched into IS-held
areas—though in both Raqqa and al-Bukamal this has come with devastating consequences for
Syrian civilians.72 Russia's actions were consistent with its long-standing effort to bolster the Assad
regime. Russia had previously confined its role to supplying weaponry and political support at the
United Nations to the Assad regime, now Russia intervened directly to buttress the regime's strategy
to "make the conflict binary by giving Syrians only two choices: Assad or ISIS".73 In the short term,
this means Russia is intent on destroying all insurgent groups except IS.
IS' most effective recruitment strategy is to present itself as the protector of the Sunnis. The more
threat Sunnis appear to be under, the more successfully IS can pose as their vanguard. Thus, IS
presents a narrative in which Iran's sectarian repression against Sunnis in Syria and Iraq is supported
by the US, and the current US policy is ratifying IS' propaganda. The US airstrikes in Syria have hit
only Sunni groups. Many Sunnis could understand why the US would strike IS and al-Qaeda; most
struggled to find any explanation beyond the US siding with the regime for US attacks on nontransnationalist Syrian insurgents.74 The US has made clear that anything which brings it into a
confrontation with Assad, such as a no-fly zone, is a "nonstarter for the Obama administration",
which considers such things "an act of war against the Assad regime"—whose ouster is formal US
policy.75 Among the reasons for this is that "if the U.S. begins attacking Assad's forces … Iranianbacked militias could begin targeting U.S. forces [in Iraq]."76 In Iraq, the US provided direct air
support for the Quds Force and its Shi'ite militias to expel IS from Tikrit.77 And the nuclear deal
with Iran will release up to $150 billion, at least some of which will go toward military operations in
Syria.78 It is not only Sunni Arabs in the region who see this as amounting to a comprehensive proIran tilt by the US in the region,79 and whether intentional or not, the perception helps IS.
While the regime, Iran and Russia have a clear interest in the short term in strengthening IS and
have, by commission and omission, worked toward that end, even in the long term these actors are
either incapable or unwilling to be partners against IS. The regime's ability to project power even in
the western corridor of Syria is very limited, and non-existent outside that—it could not launch an
offensive against Raqqa even if it had the will. Russia's interest is in maintaining its bases on the
Syrian coast and maintaining enough regime control to claim it is the legitimate government; it is an
investment beyond Russia's political capacity to help Assad reconquer all of Syria. Iran could
theoretically mobilise sufficient manpower to secure eastern Syria, but it has little interest in doing
so.
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Iran's interests largely coincide with those of IS. Iran's interest is in weak, decentralised neighbours
that cannot threaten it as Saddam Hussein's Iraq once did,80 and IS keeps both the Iraqi government
and the Assad regime off balance and makes those political elites dependent on Iran. Iran has
secured military control of the government-held areas of Iraq through the Shi'a militias,81 and formed
good working relations with the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), which gives Iran a buffer
zone along its border. Iran's forces are then deployed around Damascus, the Lebanese border and
some areas of southern Syria, keeping the Assad regime in control of most of the densely-populated
areas of Syria, creating a land-bridge to Hizballah in southern Lebanon to be used as a deterrent
against Israel, and potentially opening a new front against Israel in the Golan.82 Iran has no strategic
interest in expending the necessary blood and treasure to secure control of the Sunni zones in northeastern Syria and western and central Iraq on which IS' statelet is built, and its force deployment
reflects that fact.83 To the contrary, as mentioned above, the instability and threat of IS helps foster
dependency on Iran in Baghdad and Damascus.
The regime's version of counter-insurgency was deliberately designed around mass-displacement,
to expel all those who sympathise with the opposition and to terrorise those who remain, which is
the primary cause of the refugee crisis now impacting European politics.84 From mid-2012, the
regime had given up on being able to re-establish control in all of Syria and instead sought to ensure
that it was replaced by the most extreme forces in northern and eastern Syria that could make it
look like the most politically acceptable option to Syria's population and neighbours, and the wider
international community. The sectarian tactics of the regime, and of Iran, working through radical
Shi'a groups, helps to push Sunnis into the arms of IS for protection. The expansion of Iranian
power is not a counter to IS; rather, Iran and IS are symbiotic. Where the regime and Russia lack
the capacity to destroy IS, Iran lacks the will, finding IS a useful foil in furthering its hegemonic
ambitions. Moreover, even if Iran's Shi'a militias could defeat IS, it would not bring stability since
Sunnis would resist Iranian rule, and helping Iran to replace IS and embed its militias in Syria as a
part of it regional proxy network and global terrorist infrastructure creates a long-term strategic
threat to the West graver than IS.

2. Syrian Kurds
The siege of the Kurdish town of Kobani in northern Syria by the Islamic State (IS) which began in
mid-September 2014 had, by early October, become an international media spectacle. The US-led
Coalition had begun airstrikes against IS targets in Syria ten days after IS fastened the siege on the
town, and the threat of the town's fall seemed like a marker that the campaign was already failing.
The US initially indicated that it did not regard preventing IS taking Kobani as a strategic objective,85
but soon changed policy. By January 2015, IS' siege was broken. The Kurdish militia defending
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Kobani held its ground with the help of more than 700 airstrikes—about three-quarters of the total
airstrikes into Syria86—and IS had thrown away the lives of at least 2,000 fighters.87
Coming just after the Kurdish militia had, with the help of US airstrikes, broken the IS siege of
Sinjar mountain in Iraq, where Yazidis were starving on a mountain-top and threatened with
extermination, many believed that a model had, accidentally, been found to defeat IS.88 With the
failure of the overt, US Defence Department's train-and-equip (T&E) programme89 to train a fighting
force composed of Syrian rebels to fight IS, the Kurdish option began to look more attractive still.
(The T&E programme is separate to the much more successful covert programme run by the
Central Intelligence Agency.) However, on inspection, this model had numerous flaws on its own
account, and was not replicable outside the Kurdish-majority areas of Syria.
The Kurdish militia that helped rescue the Yazidis in Sinjar and which held Kobani was the People's
Protection Force (YPG), which is the unified armed contingent around which the Syrian Kurds
have gathered. The YPG was formed as a result of the Erbil Agreement, which was signed in July
2012 between the Kurdish National Council, a coalition of 15 moderate and democratic Syrian
Kurdish groups, and the Democratic Union Party (PYD), the Syrian branch of the militant Marxist
Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), which has waged a separatist war against the Turkish State since
1984.90 The Erbil Agreement, as its name implies, was signed in Iraqi Kurdistan under the auspices
of the autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). But the PYD swiftly monopolised the
YPG.
The PYD, as a long-standing armed group—it was set up in 2003 by the PKK—had known
advantages over the KNC in terms of power on the ground inside Syria. The Erbil Agreement had
sought to neutralise this by having KNC-affiliated militiamen trained in the KRG, who could then
enter Syria to join the YPG. But this was overtaken by events: the PYD was able to take control on
the ground and prevented several hundred KNC-aligned Kurdish militiamen entering Rojava, as it
calls Syrian Kurdistan. By later in the year the KNC's political leadership had to relocate to Iraqi
Kurdistan because the PYD made it impossible for them to operate in Syrian Kurdish areas.91
The PYD's mother branch, the PKK, was a Syrian State asset from the late 1980s. Its leader,
Abdullah Ocalan, sheltered in Syria itself and under the protection of Hafez al-Assad, Bashar's
father and predecessor as Syrian ruler, in Syrian-occupied Lebanon. The PKK was used by Assad
Sr. to pressure Ankara by stirring unrest in eastern Turkey. Russia has historically supported the
PKK, first ideologically because the PKK was a Communist outfit, albeit in combination with an
ultra-nationalism, and later as a useful lever against Turkey, including allegedly supplying
weaponry.92 In 1998, Turkey threatened to invade Syria because of Damascus' support for the PKK
in a war against the Turkish State that had at that time killed around 30,000 people (the war
continues to the present day and the current casualty estimate is 40,000). Damascus signed the
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Adana agreement, expelled Ocalan and designated the PKK as a terrorist organisation. Then came
the Syrian uprising.
The Syrian uprising was a peaceful affair for more than six months after it began in March 2011,
comprising mostly street demonstrations. At that time the PYD was known as the "Shabiha of the
Kurds", in reference to the largely Alawite plain-clothes thugs who had run criminal rackets on the
Syrian coast and in Lebanon for decades, and who were now mobilised by the Assad regime to
perpetrate some of the worst violence against protesters in Arab areas.93 The PYD attacked both
anti-regime and anti-PKK Kurdish demonstrators in northern Syria.94 When the leader of the liberal
Kurdish Future Movement, the popular Kurdish activist Mishal Tammo, was assassinated in
October 2011, it was near-unanimously believed that the regime had ordered the murder and the
PYD had carried it out. (Documents captured since show that Assad gave the order to kill Tammo
and his intelligence service orchestrated it.95 Who actually pulled the trigger remains unknown.)
Around this time, in late 2011, it became "clear that some sort of understanding between the Assad
regime and the PKK[,] through its Syrian affiliate the PYD, ha[d] been reached", wrote Omar
Hossino and Ilhan Tanir in a March 2012 report for the Henry Jackson Society.96 Politically, the
PYD had moved to align with the "internal opposition"—those groups inside Syria, in regime-held
territory, that were either opposed in principle to the removal of Assad or were strictly pacifist, even
in the face of the widening regime crackdown. There is wide suspicion that the "internal opposition"
groups, the National Coordination Body (NCB) specifically, are outright fronts for Syrian
intelligence,97 attempting to delegitimise the actual opposition and unite the international community
around a political solution that leaves Assad in place. The PYD was a founding member of the
NCB. The PYD's interests in membership of the NCB, a group dominated by Arab nationalists
who oppose root-and-branch the whole concept of Kurdish autonomy that is the PYD's central
demand, was because the NCB was committed to limiting the influence of the United States and
her allies, above all Turkey, inside Syria.98
Just days after the Erbil Agreement, the Assad regime made an operational decision to withdraw
from most areas of Syrian Kurdistan.99 When the Turkish Foreign Minister said, "The Syrian regime
has handed over the region to the PKK or the PYD,"100 he expressed the conventional wisdom at
the time.101 That the PYD was effectively an extension of the regime was the common perception
among both Syrians and outside analysts. As late as January 2015, the British government said it
was "very difficult to provide any support to the PYD while they maintain links to the Assad
regime".102
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That the PYD has been, in military terms, effectively allied with the Assad regime is not in dispute.
It is possible this was an unspoken strategic alliance. The PYD's focus is on building a proto-state
in the Kurdish-majority areas of north-eastern Syria, not forcibly removing the government in
Damascus. As the Assad regime abandoned its intention to restore control over of all of Syria in
late 2012,103 it sought to leave the territory to the most military and politically advantageous forces—
the PYD in Rojava, and the most extreme Salafists in Arab areas who would fight with other
insurgent groups and would, more importantly, make the Assad regime look like the lesser evil.
Thus the regime and the PYD had an alliance of interests that did not require direct coordination.
Regime fighter jets stayed away from the Kurdish main cities like Hasaka and Qamishli; the PYD
did not attack the regime's remaining outposts, mostly around oil and gas facilities in Qamishli.104
Undoubtedly there is some truth in this. What it does not explain is PYD leader Saleh Muslim
Muhammad blaming the rebels for the chemical weapons attack in Ghouta in August 2013.105 No
Kurdish interest was served by Muhammad's statement, but it did assist with the very elaborate
campaign of disinformation from the regime and its supporters about the responsibility for that
attack.106
The PYD beginning to attack regime outposts in Kurdish-majority territory, in early 2015107 and
then over the summer,108 suggested that perhaps the PYD has severed the regime link and is now
making a bid for statehood on its own account. But since the beginning of the Russian intervention
on 30 September, the PYD has been soliciting support from Russia, including coordinated
airstrikes,109 and has made preparations to open a mission in Moscow.110 At a minimum these actions
by the PYD have lent legitimacy to an intervention whose primary intent is to bolster the Assad
regime,111 and if these politico-military actions proceed, the PYD would be actively buttressing the
regime—Russian support to the PYD would likely be contingent on the PYD formally renouncing
any intention to remove Assad from power, for example.
The PYD's signals to, and the PKK's historic relationship with, Moscow, which intends to leave the
Assad regime as the only interlocutor to defeat IS,112 and the PYD's autonomy project, which
confines its interests to monopolising power in Kurdish-majority areas of Syria, pose a great
problem for the anti-IS Coalition, which is almost solely dependent on the PYD at this point to
defeat IS inside Syria.
After a nine-month crackdown by the Assad regime, which had been assisted from the outset by
Iran, the governments of the Gulf States and Turkey began shipping weapons to Syrian rebels in
January 2012.113 From the summer of 2012, the CIA was in eastern Turkey to steer the weapons
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away from the extremists.114 The US promised to begin supplying non-lethal equipment such as
body armour, food and medicine to vetted rebels in April 2013, and this seems to have begun the
following month.115 The US ostensibly decided to begin sending weapons directly to the rebellion,
via a covert CIA programme, in June 2013 after publicly confirming that the Assad regime was using
chemical weapons.116 But those weapons only began arriving in September 2013 after the massive
chemical attack in Ghouta.117 The CIA's weapons-provision programme had been accompanied by
a training programme, which had graduated fewer than 1,000 rebels by October 2013118 and only
trained 10,000 by October 2015.119 The training and weaponry supplied by the CIA is usable against
both the Assad regime and IS, and virtually none of the CIA-supplied weaponry has gone astray.120
Of the weapons that have made the most difference—the TOW anti-tank missiles—more than 550
have been supplied and only four have ended up in the hands of Salafi-jihadists.121 This stands in
bold contrast to the Pentagon-run T&E programme.
There were serious problems in the execution of the T&E programme, particularly the slowness of
its progress. President Obama requested $500 million to train 5,000 men per year in June 2014;
this only passed Congress in September 2014, and the training only began in May 2015.122 But the
much greater problem with the T&E programme was in conception. Syrian rebels were being
recruited to a programme that would have them stop fighting against Assad— cease to be rebels—in
order to be a US-directed strike force against IS. The rebels on the T&E programme were even
asked to sign a pledge not to use US-supplied equipment against the Assad regime.123 By June 2015,
fewer than 200 men had entered the programme.124 When the first batch of 54 fighters from the
T&E programme entered Syria in July, they were attacked by Jabhat an-Nusra, the Syrian branch
of al-Qaeda. When the second batch of 70 entered Syria in late September, the commander of the
unit—about whom the US had been warned by the rebels125—handed over one-quarter of the USprovided military equipment and defected. On 9 October, the US abandoned the T&E
programme.126
By the time the T&E programme publicly collapsed, support had already been growing within the
US administration for backing the PYD-run YPG as an alternative to the rebels: this was a force
that was "already trained, competent, organised—[and] posed little risk of abandoning the fight
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[against IS] or worse yet, switching sides".127 President Obama indicated that he had only authorised
the T&E programme as part of an effort to "try different things" because of various "partners"—in
context, clearly a reference to Arab allies and Turkey—and was now satisfied that no effort to get
rebels to fight IS could succeed unless they were also allowed to fight Assad, which he would not
support.128 With the Russian intervention, US dissociation from the rebels was effectively completed:
President Obama ruled out provision of anti-aircraft weapons to the CIA-vetted rebels in western
Syria to allow them to protect themselves against a systematic campaign of Russian airstrikes,129 and
the US focus shifted to eastern Syria and the PYD.
With Sinjar and Kobani as the blueprint, the US sought now to support a PYD-led ground offensive
with airstrikes to "advance toward Raqqa", IS' de facto capital, "but not try to seize the heavily
defended city itself. Rather, the aim is to isolate Raqqa and cut it off from travel and supply lines."130
But there was an immediate problem: the PKK's designation by the United States as a terrorist
organisation.131 US spokesmen have insisted that in the fight against IS, the US is "not in co-operation
with, co-ordination with, or communication with the PKK."132 This is false.
First, the US maintains that the PKK and PYD "operate under separate command structures and
have different objectives".133 In reality, the PYD is wholly subordinate to the PKK's command
structure—as its own rank-and-file fighters understand. "Sometimes I'm a PKK, sometimes I'm a
PJAK [the Iranian branch of the PKK], sometimes I'm a YPG. It doesn't really matter. They are all
members of the PKK," one female fighter for the all-women wing of the YPG, the Women's
Defence Forces (YPJ), told The Wall Street Journal.134 Second, the PKK has intervened directly in
Syria, joining the YPG in command positions and benefiting from US airstrikes. The PKK had
between 7,000 and 8,000 soldiers in late 2014, about three-quarters of them garrisoned in Iraq.
Some PKK fighters moved into Syria early, to help the PYD secure control of the Kurdish areas in
2012, and anything up to 2,000 PKK soldiers were in Syria by late 2014.135 That number is certainly
higher now. And third, the US meets directly with YPG commanders—the only people inside Syria
who can call in US airstrikes—in coordination centres in northern Iraq, Kobani and the Jazeera
region of Syria;136 some of those commanders are direct PKK members and the rest are subordinate
to the PKK. There is also the political problem that support for the PYD, especially in isolation
from support for the rebels, creates tensions in the anti-IS Coalition, with the Syrian rebels
themselves and with Turkey.
The US has attempted to circumvent the legal and political problems of supporting the PYD via
"The Syrian Democratic Forces" (SDF),137 which consists of the YPG, some Arab tribes, a Christian
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militia and a group calling itself the "Syrian Arab Coalition" (SAC), which appeared in midSeptember and allegedly comprised up to 5,000 Syrian rebels. Before SDF's formation in October,
it had been announced that the $500 million that Obama requested from Congress for the T&E
programme would now be channelled into support for the SAC.138 The day after the SDF was
formed, the US dropped 50 tons of small arms, ammunition and other weapons into Syria,
ostensibly to the SAC.139 But the SAC lacked even the logistical capacity to move the weaponry, and
it was the PYD-run YPG that collected it.140 The US had not made the SAC pledge not to hand the
weapons to the PYD, and well understood the military situation.141 Soon after, US Special Forces
were deployed in Syria alongside the SDF.142 Politically, this does not seem to be working: the US
ambassador was summoned by the Turks to complain that the US was arming what Ankara regards
as a terrorist group that threatens them—and by late October Turkey had admitted to launching
airstrikes against the PYD inside Syria.143 The SDF is viewed on the ground as a PYD front, and the
rebels attached to the SDF are regarded as "Kurdified Arabs".144
The Coalition's attempted trade-off in paying a political price for supporting PYD-led armed
formations in exchange for military gains against IS has not proven very successful. The ethnosectarian and military limits of the PYD have meant that even with intense Coalition air support,
the PYD has only forced IS from less than half of one province in a year. By contrast Arab rebels,
rooted in the populations IS is trying to rule over, expelled IS from nearly five provinces in six
weeks at the beginning of 2014, without Coalition support, and in the two provinces rendered
"completely free" of IS, it has never returned145.
Above this remains a conflict of interests between the US and the PYD. While the US wants the
PYD to push IS out of Raqqa City, the PYD's focus is on building its proto-state, which means the
PYD's main focus is twofold: keeping IS out of Kurdish-majority areas, rather than expending blood
to liberate Arab areas; and connecting its "cantons" in north-eastern Syria—Jazeera and Kobani—with
Efrin in northern Aleppo. Additional complications arise because Turkey has made clear it will use
force to prevent PYD moves west of the Euphrates.146 Even if the PYD could push IS out of Raqqa
City, the Arab detachments in the SDF are unable to secure the city—they could not even secure
Tel Abyad147—which would either mean the PYD would pull out and IS would return, or the PYD
would remain in occupation of the city, which would push Arabs into the arms of IS, not least
because of the PYD's own conduct.
As discussed in the previous section, the central recruitment pitch of IS to locals in Syria and Iraq
is its narrative of being the protector of the Sunnis against anti-Sunni sectarian actors.148 This mainly
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applies to Iran and its Shi'ite proxies, but it also applies to the Kurds, who are regarded as pursuing
an expansionist project which will encompass ruling Arab areas of Syria and will partition Syria—
both objectives rejected by the overwhelming majority of Syrian Arabs. As with Iran, even the
appearance of US support for anti-Sunni crimes helps IS' narrative of a grand conspiracy against
which they are the only defence. The fall of Tel Abyad in northern Raqqa to the PYD in June did
little to dispel these fears. The loss of a major town so close to IS' capital, which cut off a key IS
supply line for foreign fighters from Turkey, was seen by most in the West as a success. But for
many residents in the surrounding towns and villages, the view was rather different.
Amnesty International documented numerous war crimes by the PYD around Tel Abyad, notably
ethnic cleansing against Arabs and Turkomen, and even some Kurds.149 In village after village
around Tel Abyad and nearby Suluk, the PYD ordered the residents to leave, and then demolished
more than 90 per cent of the buildings to ensure they could not come back. In several cases, this
demographic change was facilitated by the PYD threatening to call in US airstrikes against people
who would not leave. The event that looms largest in the Sunni psyche at present is Tikrit: the
displacement and destruction needed to get IS out, followed by sectarian attacks on local civilians,
has convinced many that continued IS rule is a less painful option than having IS expelled by ethnosectarian forces. Tel Abyad reinforced the fears roused by Tikrit and "convinced many Arabs that
living under the control of Kurdish forces was a worse fate than supporting ISIS".150
There is little option but to help the PYD protect the Kurdish areas in Syria from IS. But support
for the PYD per se is highly problematic legally and politically, and encouraging the PYD to expand
militarily into Arab areas is actively counter-productive in the fight against IS; it creates sectarian
dynamics IS can use to recruit and stretches the PYD militarily which will allow IS opportunities to
expand its territory. Moreover, the Coalition's attempts to weather the political price of support for
the PYD in exchange for military gains against IS has not proven very successful. The Coalition
should make clear that its tactical support for the PYD is solely to counter IS, not to help the PYD
fasten its rule on Syrian Kurdistan and not to help the PYD expand its dominion to include Arab
areas. This could be done by the Coalition trying to cultivate opposition parties in the Syrian
Kurdish areas and providing support for the development of Kurdish democratic institutions
independent of the PYD. The PYD's ideology is authoritarian and its governance practice has
already proven likewise, from arresting political opponents151 and journalists who cover subjects the
PYD does not like,152 to the attempt to introduce ideological instruction into the schools.153 The
indiscriminate conduct in Arab areas and the ethnic engineering mean the PYD is not a viable force
for defeating IS in its Sunni Arab heartlands. A force of Sunni Arabs is needed to do that.
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3. Rebel Forces
Syria's hundreds of rebel units, the overwhelming majority of them Sunni, have merged or aligned
into six major forces:


Jaysh al-Fatah (Army of Conquest)



Jaysh an-Nasr (Army of Victory)



Ansar al-Shari'a Operations Room (Partisans of Islamic Law Operations Room)



Fatah Halab (Aleppo Conquest)



Unified Military Command of Eastern Ghouta



Southern Front

All of these groups are in a state of war with Islamic State (IS), and the rebels have proven their
willingness and effectiveness in fighting IS, even without external support. They can be relied upon,
if sufficiently empowered, to fight to keep IS out of their areas, which is the most sustainable
solution. Most of the rebel units are local to the towns they are operating in. Enabling them to
provide security for their areas, to resist encroachments from the regime and its supporters and
from IS, is the only long-term means of stabilising Syria.
The difficulty for Western policymakers is that most of these insurgent coalitions coordinate with
al-Qaeda's Syrian branch, Jabhat an-Nusra, and two of them—Jaysh al-Fatah and Ansar al-Shari'a—
even include Nusra.
A recent report by the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) examined the rebel units and classified
them according to whether their cooperation with Nusra is a result of ideological commitment or
military necessity—in the latter case making them separable if they are given other options for
resources and support. This does not mean these groups would fight Nusra, at least not now,
because of Nusra's success in embedding itself into the broader insurgency. But these groups can
counter-balance Nusra and be prepared to take advantage of the political circumstances—namely
after Assad is gone and/or once Nusra begins to try to impose its vision of governance—where rebels
would directly fight Nusra. ISW also documented the groups that are already ideologically and
operationally independent of Nusra. ISW further assessed the relative power of the rebel groups,
and uncovered two useful designations:

Powerbroker: "a group that disproportionately determines the success of military operations against
either the Syrian regime or ISIS; is strategically located; and/or plays a leading role in governance."

Potential powerbrokers: "group[s] that could achieve significant battlefield effects" against Nusra
and/or IS "upon receipt of increased outside support".154
Groups already independent of Nusra should be given Western support to prevent them falling
under Nusra's sway, and separable groups, especially those that are either powerbrokers or potential
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powerbrokers, should be considered candidates for Western support to pull them away from
reliance on Nusra.
The rebels can keep IS out of western and southern Syria, and they can be helpful in rolling IS
back from areas such as eastern Aleppo and neighbouring Raqqa, but destroying IS in its heartland
in eastern Syria requires gaining the allegiance of the tribes on which IS' statelet is considerably
based.

Figure 2: The situation map in Syria155

3.1 Idlib and Hama
Jaysh al-Fatah is an operations room for insurgent groups operating primarily in Idlib, parts of
western Aleppo and north-western Hama around Sahl al-Ghab. Jaysh al-Fatah was announced on
24 March 2015, simultaneous with the announcement that it was beginning an offensive against
Idlib City. The Assad regime was pushed out of Idlib City on 29 March, only the second provincial
capital to slip from the regime's control. The Idlib offensive was long mediated, beginning in
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December 2014,156 but the difference-maker was that the insurgency's external backers put aside
their differences, and Saudi Arabia, which had long vetoed support to some of the Islamist groups
within Jaysh al-Fatah, lifted these restrictions on Turkey and Qatar.157 Jaysh al-Fatah decided to hang
together after this victory and pushed on toward Jisr al-Shughur, which fell on 25 April,158 and then
toward the Assad regime's heartland in Latakia. After the Russian intervention, Saudi reservations
about component parts of Jaysh al-Fatah have been further eroded, but the coalition itself has
experienced some disunity, specifically on the question of confronting IS.
Jaysh al-Fatah is composed of some hardline factions, notably Nusra, the Salafist Ahrar al-Sham,
and Jund al-Aqsa, which was set up as a front for Nusra that has been drifting into IS' orbit. Faylaq
al-Sham, Liwa al-Haq and Ajnad al-Sham are Islamists of a more moderate kind, and Jaysh al-Sunna
is a non-ideological group.
Ahrar is prima inter pares in Jaysh al-Fatah, not only a powerbroker but also the most powerful
individual rebel group in Syria, having shown a rare capacity for expanding its membership while
so many rebel groups endure schism. Ahrar's leadership was practically destroyed by a mysterious
explosion in September 2014, but the group survived. While Ahrar is the only rebel group with real
institutions—described by some as "disturbingly bureaucratic"159—its persistence depended on
Turkish logistical support and Qatari money.160 Ahrar, which has always rejected the Free Syrian
Army (FSA) branding of the nationalist rebels,161 occupies a unique place in the insurgent landscape
as the step between Syrian Salafism and globalist Salafi-jihadism.
Ahrar is so large it naturally includes a range of ideological commitments,162 and it has recently been
publicly moderating from the top down, including with outreach to the West by, for example,
publishing op-eds in Western newspapers.163,164 But this effect was rather marred when Ahrar shortly
afterward publicly mourned the death of the Taliban's leader.165 Ahrar is not, even by the most
capacious definition, "moderate", and nor is it separable from Nusra: on most major questions Ahrar
aligns with Nusra's ideology, and one of Ahrar's founders (though Ahrar denies he was a founder)
was a senior al-Qaeda agent who set in motion Ahrar's close battlefield alliance with Nusra, which
continues to the present.166 On one major question, Ahrar does differ with Nusra, however: Ahrar
has no stated intentions beyond Syria's borders, which leads to accusations of "nationalism" from
globalist Salafi-jihadists.167 The major question is whether Ahrar will serve as a Taliban-style
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incubator for al-Qaeda, or whether Ahrar's "nationalism" will prove over the long term to be
insulation against al-Qaeda-style jihadism. Ahrar seeks to build an Islamic State in Syria,168 and is
aware that globalist intentions endanger that by triggering an international reaction, and "no modern
jihadist statelet has provoked international intervention and survived".169
There is much debate about whether the West can even engage Ahrar in dialogue because of its alQaeda connections, but Ahrar's power and organisation mean it is going to be powerful in Syria's
future. Ahrar is also an enemy of both the Assad regime and IS that does not threaten Syria's
neighbours. Nor does Ahrar plot international terrorism—though it is accused of being prepared to
shelter people who would. Much will depend on the outcome of this debate, but there is a good
argument that having channels of communication to Ahrar has intelligence value. Contact with
Ahrar also has value in itself as a signal of engagement with the armed opposition that the Coalition
needs to defeat IS, and it does havethe potential to help enforce the distinctions between Ahrar and
al-Qaeda.170
Nusra is effectively divided into three branches: the one that is part of Jaysh al-Fatah, one in the
Qalamoun Mountains and one in southern Syria. Nusra previously had a branch in Deir Ezzor
which was destroyed by IS in the summer of 2014.171 Nusra's Idlib-based branch is its ideological
centre; the other branches are largely local and tribal in character.172 The Idlib branch includes the
prominent foreigners sent into Syria by al-Qaeda Central (AQC) to prevent Nusra "going local".173
While al-Qaeda in Syria has hitherto shunned joint-command formations, Nusra has joined Jaysh
al-Fatah as part of its long-term strategy of gaining legitimacy by weaving itself into the Syrian
insurgency so it avoids sparking an IS-type backlash, and can over time socialise the Syrian
population into its worldview.174 Nusra is a powerbroker.
Jund al-Aqsa is a small, Salafi-jihadist group composed of foreigners whose main role in the Idlib
offensive was as a provider of suicide bombers against hard targets. Jund al-Aqsa has branches
bearing its name in Aleppo, Latakia and Hama, but these groups are very small and weak. The
Idlibi branch of Jund al-Aqsa is a powerbroker, however, and was likely an al-Qaeda front all
along.175 Recently, Jund al-Aqsa has seen defections to IS, and IS infiltrators in Jund al-Aqsa have
assassinated commanders of rebel groups in Idlib.176 Whether this means Jund al-Aqsa is being
slowly seized by IS, as has happened to other insurgent groups, is unclear.
Faylaq al-Sham (The Sham Legion) began effectively as the armed wing of the Muslim
Brotherhood, but Faylaq has since put some distance between itself and the Brotherhood in a bid
to attract Saudi sponsorship.177 Ajnad al-Sham—not to be confused with al-Ittihad al-Islami li-Ajnad
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al-Sham (The Ajnad al-Sham Islamic Union)—is often described as jihadi, and it is claimed by
regime-linked sources that Ajnad's former commander was connected to al-Qaeda.178 There is no
evidence for this, however, and Ajnad's public statements indicate a more moderate Islamism that
intends a consensual government to follow the Assad regime.179 Both Faylaq and Ajnad are separable
from Nusra, and both are potential powerbrokers.
Liwa al-Haq is composed mostly of Homsi locals who espouse a vague Salafi-nationalism, while
Jaysh al-Sunna is an apolitical, FSA-branded group, composed wholly of Homsi locals whose only
aim is to overthrow the regime. Both are separable from Nusra.
It is important to note that Jaysh al-Fatah has been aided by the cooperation of the small, local,
FSA-branded groups in Idlib and Hama, who provide logistical support and important military
cover because of their possession of US-supplied TOW anti-tank weapons.180 This support from
the FSA-branded groups has been noted on the ground: Jaysh al-Fatah's success, while undoubtedly
an important gain for its hardline components, redounded politically to an increase in stature, all
across the armed opposition and opposition-supporting populations, for the TOW-possessing
moderate groups181.
When the Russian intervention began in September, it first targeted the FSA-branded rebels,
especially those connected to the CIA, and then turned on Jaysh al-Fatah. It intended to halt its
momentum as it pressed toward Assad's heartland on the coast, underlining that while Moscow's
stated aim was degrading IS, its real aim was to preserve the Assad regime.182
Jaysh al-Fatah is undoubtedly the most successful insurgent alliance yet to emerge in Syria, but its
cohesiveness might now be at an end. Halted from moving on the coast, Jaysh al-Fatah has turned
south toward Hama, and that brings it into areas where it might come into conflict with IS as well
as with the regime. In late October, Jund al-Aqsa quit Jaysh al-Fatah, explicitly citing pressure from
Ahrar to fight IS as its reason for leaving, adding that Jaysh al-Fatah was not sufficiently zealous in
its imposition of the shari'a and that it would only rejoin Jaysh al-Fatah if Jaysh al-Fatah issued a
declaration of war against Russia and America.183 Ahrar's chief judge issued a biting reply, which
accused Jund al-Aqsa not only of posturing but also of committing a "sin" by leaving the fight against
IS.184
Whether or not Jund al-Aqsa now rejoins Jaysh al-Fatah, there are clear fissures within the alliance
that are not going to be tenable in the long term. The US-led Coalition should exploit these fissures
to draw Faylaq al-Sham, Liwa al-Haq and Jaysh al-Sunna out of Nusra's orbit. Ajnad al-Sham is
more extreme in its ideology, but it is separable from Nusra should the Coalition try. Jund al-Aqsa
is too small and cohesive to be splintered and drawn into the mainstream, but there are sections of
Ahrar and even Nusra that could be drawn away from the ideologically committed leaderships of
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these groups and into the rebel mainstream. The strategy is risky, but it is the rough model that
succeeded with the Awakening.
Alongside an effort to split Jaysh al-Fatah, there is an important potential counterweight in Hama
Province, the six-group alliance called Jaysh an-Nasr, which operates without any coordination at all
with Nusra and is supported by the MOM, the operations room in Turkey for the Western and
Allied intelligence services who support the insurgency. (There is such an operations room in
Jordan, which covers southern Syria, called the MOC.) Two groups within Jaysh an-Nasr—Suqour
al-Ghab and Suqour al-Jabal—are potential powerbrokers.185 Unity between Jaysh an-Nasr and
detachable formations of Jaysh al-Fatah is a visible path toward keeping IS out of Hama and Idlib,
and degrading the influence of al-Qaeda.

3.2 Aleppo
Aleppo Province is divided broadly between IS in the east and rebels in the west. Aleppo City is
divided into regime-controlled west and rebel-controlled east. The regime controls an area to the
south of Aleppo City covering its supply lines, and has also established a cordon besieging the rebelheld enclave in the east of the city. The Kurds control an area in the far north-west of the province
around the town of Efrin.
The insurgency in Aleppo has grouped into two broad coalitions: the Ansar al-Shari'a Operations
Room and Fatah Halab.
Ansar al-Shari'a is Salafi-jihadist in orientation and was formed in early July from 13 groups, of
which the most visible are Nusra, Ahrar and Jabhat Ansar ad-Deen (JAD), which is also active in
Idlib Province.186 JAD groups together the largest theoretically independent Salafi-jihadist groups—
i.e. neither IS nor al-Qaeda—in Syria. Most of JAD's components are units composed
overwhelmingly of single nationalities like Jaysh al-Muhajireen wa-Ansar (Chechen) and Harakat
Sham al-Islam (Moroccan).187 But JAD is practically aligned with al-Qaeda, and is also not militarily
very significant. Apart from Ahrar and Nusra, the most militarily significant group in Ansar al-Shari'a
is Liwa al-Sultan Murad, a Turkoman-dominated rebel group that receives assistance from MOM188.
Liwa al-Sultan Murad is a potential powerbroker and is like all the units in Ansar al-Shari'a, apart
from Ahrar and JAD, separable from Nusra.189
Liwa al-Sultan Murad is also a member of Fatah Halab, which was formed in April, composed of
most of the remaining Aleppine insurgent units, which are more moderate. Fatah Halab notably
excludes Nusra, though it includes Ahrar. Fatah Halab includes, apart from Ahrar, a number of
groups that are already powerbrokers: Jaysh al-Mujahideen, a coalition of moderate Islamists that
came together to lead the offensive against IS in 2014; Jabhat al-Shamiya (The Levant Front), which
contains moderate and nationalist groups, including the remnants of Harakat Hazm, a US-vetted
group that is led by military defectors; Faylaq al-Sham; and Kataib Nooradeen az-Zangi, a group
that has received support from MOM, including US TOW anti-tank missiles. Jaysh al-Mujahideen,
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Jabhat al-Shamiya and Faylaq are separable from Nusra, and Zangi already operates wholly
independently of Nusra.190
Both the Ansar al-Shari'a operations room and Fatah Halab have opposed IS, though Russia's
airstrikes have damaged the rebels and allowed IS to make advances further west in Aleppo. Both
alliances also contain powerful factions that could be peeled away from al-Qaeda if they were to be
given another source of support to sustain their operations against the regime.

3.3 East Ghouta
East Ghouta, the suburbs east of Damascus, was one of the first areas to fall to the rebellion after
the armed phase of the uprising began in December 2011. The formal administrative body in the
area is the Unified Military Command of Eastern Ghouta (UMCEG), which was formed in August
2014.191
UMCEG includes Ahrar al-Sham, which is influential, as it is everywhere else in the country, but
by far the most powerful faction is Jaysh al-Islam (JAI), led by Zahran Alloush. JAI is among the
most powerful rebel groups in all of Syria—certainly a powerbroker—and like Ahrar it has shown a
capacity for absorbing rebel units. JAI is ideologically Salafist, but it does not tend toward Salafijihadism as Ahrar does; it comes more out of the quietest tradition. Some of the more extreme
Salafists, even in Saudi Arabia from where Alloush receives the bulk of his support, consider
Alloush a "Sururi", a hybrid Salafi-Ikhwani ideology much-detested by the globalist Salafi-jihadists.192
Alloush has shown a certain ideological flexibility, putting on record some extremely sectarian, antidemocratic statements in times when the insurgents were trying to "out-Muslim" one another in
ideological combat with IS.193 And at other times Alloush has sounded a conciliatory note with the
West, the minorities, and some kind of consultative governance.194 JAI has been one of the most
zealously anti-IS actors on the ground in Syria, keeping IS out of East Ghouta, though JAI has also
shown a tendency to use anti-IS operations to monopolise power.195
While JAI's religio-political nature makes it a difficult partner, a more natural partner in East
Ghouta is the other powerbroker in the area: Faylaq ar-Rahman (FAR, Legion of the Most Merciful
One),196 led by Captain Abd al-Nasr Shmeir (a.k.a. Abu Nasr), a military defector from Homs
Province. Shmeir is much less ideological than Alloush and has overseen efforts to demilitarise the
governance structure in the area.197 Nusra is weak in East Ghouta, which means JAI and FAR are
eminently separable from what little coordination they currently undertake with Nusra.
If the Assad regime loses Damascus, UMCEG—JAI and FAR, specifically—is one of the two forces
that will be positioned to take the city. The other is the Southern Front.
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3.4 Southern Front
In February 2014 it was announced that 50 FSA-branded rebel groups covering Syria's southern
provinces—Deraa, Quneitra and parts of Rif Dimashq—had formed the "Southern Front" (SF).198 SF
comprised essentially all the nationalist and moderate-Islamist rebels in the southern areas, about
30,000 fighters, and was led by Bashar az-Zoubi, whose Liwa al-Yarmouk had about 5,000 fighters.199
SF's statement of principles was very notable because it was sternly secular, and by 2014 the
dynamics in Syria meant that even apolitical and nationalist rebels made some kind of obeisance to
political Islam. Most of SF operates independently from Nusra already—not least because of the
influence of MOC over SF—and the rest of the components would separate if they were to have a
replacement for the resources provided by Nusra.200
Nusra does operate in southern Syria, but it is largely tribal in character, adopting the branding
mostly for resource reasons rather than having global aspirations. The more Salafist-inclined
insurgents in the south, including Ahrar and Nusra, gathered into Jaysh al-Fatah in the Southern
Regions (JAFSR) on 20 June,201 an extension of the branding from the Idlib coalition but with limited
operational connections. JAFSR does not, at present, show any signs of wanting attack the FSA/SF,
but JAFSR seems to want to balance the nationalists—especially because the SF has links with foreign
governments—so that if the regime were to fall it would not only be the SF that was positioned to
benefit.
IS is attempting to make inroads in both East Ghouta and SF-held areas. In April 2015, IS overran
the Palestinian refugee camp in Yarmouk before being forced out by JAI within two weeks. In April
and May 2015, IS' infiltration of southern Syria came into the public through two groups, Jaysh alJihad in Quneitra and Liwa Shuhada al-Yarmouk in Deraa, which began attacks on rebels. Jaysh alJihad was rolled up by the rebels; Liwa Shuhada al-Yarmouk still operates.202
There has recently been some tension between SF and its foreign backers in the MOC because
MOC has restrained SF offensives against the regime. But SF remains crucial to keeping IS out of
southern Syria, and SF has also demonstrated a capacity to counter the regime and Iran's Shi'a
militias when the MOC allows it to.203 Moreover, the SF has erected a functioning governance system
that has even worked out matters of civil-military governance, holding out a viable alternative to the
regime, and the extremism or chaos that plagues so much of the rest of Syria.204

3.5 Tribes
Many tribes formed rebel militias in Syria to fight the regime, but many in eastern Syria have now
given their allegiance to IS as part of a pragmatic calculation of accommodating the ruling power.
The near-total lack of Western engagement with the Sunni Arab tribes in eastern Syria and western
Iraq is a chronic shortcoming of the campaign to defeat IS.205 It is also the most surprising. When
the Coalition defeated IS in 2007-08, driving it from its former strongholds and politically
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discrediting it,206 it was accomplished by partnering with the Iraqi tribes in the western Anbar
Province and in Baghdad,207 providing support to empower them to take control of local security.
The Awakening forces were given American guarantees of inclusion within the security architecture
of the Iraqi government, but as soon as the US left Iraq in December 2011, Baghdad ceased to
finance the Awakening councils properly, and also began to target its members for arrest or killing.208
This has left a lot of resentment within the tribes against not only the sectarian, Iran-dominated
government in Baghdad, but also the West, which made promises that it made little effort to
enforce. Enforcing those promises is a major component of defeating IS because it was the withering
of the Awakening councils that opened the security vacuum that IS has now filled in western Iraq.
The "Awakening" among the Iraq tribes—which are closely linked with the tribes in eastern Syria—
and the Coalition's facilitation of funding and logistics for the local tribal councils and militias that
established consensual, humane rule after the expulsion of IS was so successful a model that IS
itself sought to replicate it. In late 2009 or early 2010, IS circulated a "Strategic Plan"209—a document
described by one analyst as having "the look and feel of a DC think tank report"210—which praised
the "clever, bold idea" of the Americans in forging a population-centric strategy that secured their
aims by proxy and won the allegiance of the tribes. IS was convinced that it could annex this model,
not least because the tribes would rather take their funding from fellow Muslims. IS pursued this
policy, in tandem with a major assassination campaign against Awakening leaders and militia
members—1,300 fell to assassins between 2009 and 2014211—and had not inconsiderable success.
But it was the establishment of a beachhead in Syria that allowed IS to conquer so much of Iraq
when it did; the process would have been much longer and more hazardous without IS being given
the time and space to intrude into the Syrian conflict, which provided IS with resources and
provided a political context that helped reignite the Iraqi civil war at the end of 2013.
The history of tribal engagement is very different in Syria and Iraq. The Syrian Ba'ath regime,
dominated by minorities and more politically radical, kept considerable distance from the Sunni
tribes in the east, engaging them only haphazardly, usually to stir up divisions to put down unrest—
for example, against the Kurds.212 IS' "State" is far more intrusive than the Assad government was in
terms of tribal governance in eastern Syria. In Iraq, by contrast, the Ba'ath regime, Sunni-hegemonic
in a Shi'a-majority country, opted for deep engagement and co-optation of the Sunni tribes in
western Iraq, but did also engage Shi'a tribes to keep local order and even to secure borders.213
Throughout the 1990s, the Saddam regime's patronage of tribes grew more sectarian. After the first
part of the Gulf War, averting a repeat of the 1991 Shi'a uprising became the primary strategic
objective of the Saddam regime. Saddam's regime set up a grey economy—effectively an organised
crime network—to evade the sanctions and provide for an internal patronage network that could
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resist a renewed Shi'ite revolt; much patronage went to Sunni tribes.214 It was the disruption of that
patronage system that led the Sunni tribes to resistance, first against the Coalition and then against
IS.
IS fears a repeat of the Awakening, so has followed the path of Saddam in "terrorizing and enticing":
using brutal methods for those who resist but also incentives to make tribes an integral part of its
governance structure, which guards against internal overthrow.215 A bottom-up displacement of IS
will be extremely difficult. IS might have been able to resist the first Awakening, but the tribes were
able to call on 170,000 American troops in Iraq. Still, the tribes have shown a willingness to fight IS
since 2014. But without outside support their efforts have been defeated.
In the Abu Hamam area of Deir Ezzor, the Shaitat tribe rose up against IS in August 2014, spending
nearly $6 million to finance the revolt, which lasted two weeks before it was brutally repressed.216
Seven hundred Shaitat tribesmen were massacred over a three-day period.217 In October and
November 2014, Albu Nimr tribe in Anbar Province, an important component of the Awakening,
fiercely resisted the imposition of IS' rule in the area. Albu Nimr were defeated and a series of largescale massacres left more than 600 people dead.218
With the addition of these massacres, which the West did nothing to stop, to the perceived
abandonment of the Awakening by the US, a lot of trust-building is needed between the Coalition
and the tribes. IS is threatening enough to be conducive to such trust-building, provided the
Coalition can convince the tribes that it is committed over the long-term and that the Coalition's
offer is a viable alternative—which is to say the ability for locals to protect themselves from IS and
Iran's militias.
US foreign policy has shown a very strong Westphalian bias—which in Iraq has meant a policy of
sending anti-IS resources through Baghdad.219 Iran has veto capability in Baghdad, rendering this
policy void in countering IS: the sectarianism and authoritarianism of the Iranian-dominated central
government in Iraq, and the policies of the Iran-subservient government in Damascus, are what led
to the instability that IS has exploited.220 The US has engaged with Kurdish sub-State actors in both
Iraq and Syria; this policy should be extended to the Syrian rebels and the tribes on either side of
the Iraq–Syria border.
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Policy Recommendations
There is no such thing as a stalemate with the Islamic State. Every day it controls territory it is able
to exact rents that can be used to further its military conquests, both by funding its war machine and
by the purchase of allegiance, and to plan international terrorist attacks. One of the lessons IS took
from the Awakening was that it "cannot afford to wait for others to spy on us. … We need to have a
presence outside our territories," as one of its amni (security officials) has explained.221 At a
minimum, having sleeper cells in other countries ready to execute terrorist attacks at short notice
means that IS' propaganda of perpetual momentum, on which it depends for survival, can be
maintained. If IS loses territory in Syria or Iraq, it can switch the narrative with an international
terrorist incident, diverting attention away from the question of whether its caliphate is faltering.
This makes IS' removal a matter of some urgency.
1. Ignore the Iraq–Syria border.
The US-led anti-IS Coalition has managed to contain IS with its aerial campaign. The airstrikes
have prevented IS from moving into Baghdad or attacking Jordan as had been feared. But IS has
physically abolished the Iraq–Syria border, which makes it puzzling that only 11 of the more than
60 countries in the Coalition are engaged in airstrikes in Syria. (Canada is now withdrawing from
the Coalition and Britain has conducted one airstrike in Syria under a very specific condition of
legally defined self-defence.222) When the US began airstrikes into Syria, it was announced that "Iraq
is our main effort and it has to be."223 This was mistaken. IS' centre of gravity—militarily, economically
and politico-ideologically—is in Syria. IS' most valuable territory is in Syria, a revenue stream it must
be denied if it is to be defeated. IS is able to move fighters and weapons into Syria to protect them
from Coalition attack. IS' supply lines and command structure for its actions in Iraq run into Syria.
If a country is intending to defeat IS, it must also be at war with IS in Syria. This recognition seems
to have occurred at some level and the Iraq-first policy has now been softened. But Syria is still not
an equal focus in the Coalition's campaign.
2. Emphasise regime change in Syria.
Formally, the United States, Britain, France and the other leading Western governments in the
Coalition are committed to the ouster of Bashar al-Assad. There are sound military reasons for this:
Assad's regime does not have the manpower needed to defeat the terrorist groups it fostered, which
now threaten Europe and the United States. And there are compelling political reasons, too. Assad
and his senior lieutenants are guilty of crimes against humanity on a scale with few historical
precedents,224 and to mobilise allies, regionally and inside Syria, to defeat IS, the West has to be
committed to Assad's fall. But the nuclear deal and actions on the ground—from providing close air
support to the Iranian-led offensive in Tikrit to airstrikes against non-transnationalist insurgents in
Syria—have brought US policy into closer and closer alignment with Iran's regional ambitions. This
is encouraging the Gulf States and Turkey to deprioritise IS, and the effect on the ground is even
more damaging. The government in Baghdad and even more directly the Assad regime, both under
the influence of Iran, are responsible for creating the conditions under which IS rose. Aligning with
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these governments only helps IS. The central narrative IS uses to legitimise itself locally is that it is
the protector of Sunni interests against Iranian-led mass atrocities backed by the United States. The
anti-Sunni mass atrocities are documented for all to see; the sense of American and Western
support has done great harm already. Repair can begin by publicly stressing that Coalition policy is
to pursue the removal of Assad in order to formulate a political transition.
3. Restrain and where possible reverse Iranian power.
An extension of the above point: aligning with Iran's assets, notably the Shi'a militias, ratifies IS
propaganda and helps it recruit locally and internationally. To retake major cities like Mosul, the
loss of which would be a severe blow to IS' legitimacy and financial viability, requires some measure
of cooperation from the local Sunni population. The sectarian atrocities of the militias, notably in
the course of the Tikrit offensive and in its aftermath, have convinced many Sunnis that if the
alternative to IS rule is domination by Iran, IS rule is the lesser evil. One of the militias involved in
the Tikrit offensive, Kataib Hizballah, is a US-designated terrorist organisation, as is the Iranian
Quds Force and its commander, Qassem Suleimani, who personally led the troops into Tikrit. So
is Lebanese Hizballah, one of the principle forces defending the Assad regime. The US provided
airstrikes for Suleimani's offensive in Tikrit and has not challenged Hizballah in Syria—unlike, for
example, the Khorasan Group, the external operations unit of Jabhat an-Nusra. These inequalities
in Coalition policy bolster IS' claim that Sunnis are being unfairly targeted and IS can defend them.
The symbiotic rise of IS is only one facet of the problem of tacitly endorsing the expansion of
Iranian power, however. Iran is a threat to the West in its own right, and much more sophisticated
and global in reach than IS. The designation of Shi'a militias like the Badr Corp and Asaib Ahl alHaq, which have been involved in terrorist actions against Western targets in the region and have
killed Western soldiers and diplomats, as terrorist organisations would complicate trans-border
movements of Shi'a militiamen into Syria and Russia's support for the same.225 Whether or not the
Coalition would then take kinetic action to prevent the shipment of fighters and weapons by and to
these groups, it would provide a legal basis to do so. It would also be politically beneficial because
the Coalition would be seen to be even-handed between Sunni and Shi'a terrorists, and a public
effort to suppress the shipment of resources to forces propping up the Assad regime would also
help convince the Sunni populations the Coalition needs to ally with to defeat IS that the Coalition
was not supporting the Assad regime's atrocities against them.
4. Do not rely on Kurdish forces outside Kurdish areas.
Just as Shi'a forces cannot sustainably defeat IS, neither can Kurdish forces. The attempt to push
Kurdish forces into Arab areas will spark a reaction that politically redounds to IS' benefit, and it
will stretch Kurdish forces to a point of potentially opening a military opportunity for IS as well.
The Coalition should be clear that it supports only the effort of the PYD to protect Syrian Kurds
from IS and other extremist Islamist groups. The Coalition should not support the PYD politically,
neither in its attempt to conquer areas of Syria currently under Arab rule nor its attempt to fasten
its own rule over the Kurdish-majority areas. The Coalition should support Kurdish institutions in
Syrian Kurdistan that separate the PYD from government and try to foster democratic opposition
to a party whose ideology and governance is distinctly authoritarian.
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5.
Increase support to vetted rebel groups, test the proposition that certain groups can be
separated from Nusra, and engage the tribes.
Degrading IS militarily is only part of what is necessary to defeat it; something has to replace it.
Military defeat is a crucial component in destroying the appeal of IS internationally and cutting off
the flow of (mostly young male) recruits, whose potential return, especially in Europe, poses such a
notable security problem for the West.226 But to prevent a recrudescence of IS in another form, the
local factors that allowed IS to take root and expand have to be resolved. IS is far more a symptom
of political failure in Syria and Iraq than it is a prime mover. IS offered a political project that
seemed better than the alternatives. Local Sunni leaders must be empowered to provide a better
alternative, above all security against IS and against Iran's assets.
The judgment about which rebel groups and which tribal leaders will be entrusted as partners will
undoubtedly be as much a political decision as a military one—on all sides. The tribes will only
engage once they are sure that the Coalition means to complete its mission, and rebel groups will
need reassurance after a litany of broken promises and the recent decision of the Coalition not to
defend its rebel allies against Russian attack. Neither will engage if the Coalition's mission does not
include the replacement of Assad.
There are risks involved in outreach to the rebels and tribes, notably that the Coalition would be
supporting extremists, and that weapons provided might either be confiscated or transferred—out
of ideological sympathy or avarice—to IS. But there is no alternative. The Iranian-run security forces
of the regime will never be accepted as legitimate in the Sunni Arab areas of Syria, even if they
could militarily conquer those areas, and neither Shi'a nor Kurdish forces can permanently occupy
Sunni Arab areas, and it would help IS if they tried.
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